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obsessiveness must be shared by anyone who hopes to speak clearly and write 
effectively. To a much larger extent, it must be shared by anyone who would write 
a guidebook. 

In my remarks on language standards, I am going to explore only one small 
snye of the murky and troubled waters, in hopes that it will give a hint of what 
is involved. The subject is spelling conventions, a vexed area where Canadian 
usage seems at best to be divided, at worst confused. 3 

For several centuries before the Enlightenment, English orthography enjoyed 
an anarchist springtime. when every man or woman set his or her own standard. 
The old exemplar, as I recall it, maintains that Shakespeare's name is found in 
16 different spellings during his lifetime. with at least three of them in 
Shakespeare's own hand. Inevitably, as literacy became a general condition in
stead of a mark of privilege, scholars began to notice that liberty in spelling was 
unproductive - it is easy to imagine a customer's distress upon receiving a pound 
of eel when he thought he had ordered a pint of ale and the like. Into the breach, 
of course came Dr. Samuel Johnson, with his monumental 2-vol. Dictionary 

of the English Language of 1755. In his Preface, Johnson listed spelling con
ventions as his first priority: "Thus have I laboured to settle the orthography, 
display the analogy, regulate the structures, and ascertain the signification of 
English words, to perform all the parts of a faithful lexicographer" (1775: 20). 
In retrospect, we can see that Johnson was perhaps a little too concerned with 
preserving etymologies in the spelling and not enough concerned with making 
a systematic connection between symbol and sound, but that is quite another 
matter. Because of Johnson's impeccable repute among his contemporaries, 
millions of people for ten generations have accepted unblinkingly such spell
ings as eye, aye and/, owe, oh and eau, you, yew and ewe, two, too and to, and 
all the rest. But the capitulation to Johnson's standards was not quite univer
sal. Along came Noah Webster, a Yankee individualist on whom Old-World 
precedent sat uneasily. Webster and his American readers rode the crest of 
American nationalism at the time of the War of Independence and its aftermath. 
Independence encompassed matters linguistic as well as political, as illustrated 
by this letter to the editor of The Royal American Magazine in January 1774, 
from one who signed himself, simply, "An American": 

The English language has been greatly improved in Britain within a century, 

but its highest perfection, with every other branch of human knowledge, is 

perhaps reserved for this Land of light and freedom. As tile people throughout 

this extensive country will speak English, their advantage.s for polishing their 

language will be great, and vastly superior to what the people in England ever 
enjoyed (Mathews 1933: 36). 

ln this buoyant mood, Webster prepared a spelling book for schools in 1783 
and his Compendious Dictionary of the English Language in 1806. Both con
tained many spelling reforms now familiar as the American variants: -or for 
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-our in favor, honor, savior, etc.; - er for -re in center, theater, meter, etc.; ax 
for axe; checker for chequer; program for programme; and so on. They also con

tained several revisions which did not take - kolender, /ether, /ether, etc.

Webster's proposals met with some resistance at home, where Dr. Johnson's

stature still loomed over the intelligentsia, and he tempered his zeal by the time

he published his monumental two volume, An American Dictionary of the
English lAnguage in 1828, which set the standard for American lexicography

and, of course, for American spelling. This bi-modal spelling tradition, from

an ethnocentric view, bedevils only Canada. Australia, New Zealand, lndia,

Hong Kong, Ghana and most of the rest of the English-speaking nations simply

stuck with the tradition founded by Johnson. The United States and her ter
ritories - Hawaii until statehood, Puerto Rico, and the others - follow Webster's

lead. Only Canada seems to be torn between the two. Our indecision raises some

of the tougher problems lurking beneath Mr. Strathy's bequesL In matters of

spelling - as indeed in all matters of language standards - what can the

guidebook to Canadian English usage say? Does one make a list of authoritative,
non-journalistic authors and recommend their practice? Who should they be7

Will they agree with one another? Will they be consistent? Should the guidebook
make a survey and state its findings, without recommendation? (If so, is it real

ly a guidebook?) Or should it recommend either variant equally, or one for one

region and another for the other?

Our public presses do not offer much guidance. On the contrary, their incon

sistency reflects the general condition. Book publishers, perhaps surprisingly, 
vacillate more than the daily newspapers. Robert Ireland surveyed six dailies 

from 1867 to 1947, wb.cn the Canadian Press Stylebook came into being, and 

found a remarkable consensus from Halifax to Victoria: simply stated, all the 

dailies changed from -our to -or in words such as colour and favour by 1887 

but otherwise favoured the British variants, apart from isolated exceptions, and 
the Canadian Press style simply perpetuates this system (Ireland 1979: 116-28). 
Tun years ago, the situation became more muddled because newspapers received 

wire stories on punched tape; the cost of altering the tape took precedence over 
matters of house style, and tbe spelling at the source appeared in print 

(Wanamaker 1976: Sl; lrcland 1979: 124). Fortunately, the punched-tape 
technology was soon superseded by electronic transmissions, and editors can 

again alter the style and spelling. 

If book publishers are more idiosyncratic, it is probably because they can

not agree on any guidebook as the newspapers have agreed on the Canadian 

Press Sty/ebook. Murray Wanamaker's poll of 43 general publishers revealed 
that some prefer Webster's, some prefer 0)(/ord, and some - uncannily - use 

both (Wanamaker 1976). 

As for the rest of us, we are divided to some extent by regional preferences 

but even regionally there seems to be no sacrosanct, invariable standard. lreland 

also surveyed spelling preferences among school-age Canadians in aJI provinces 
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dard Canadian English, but such judgements cannot be made glibly. Consider, 

for example, the following four syntactic structures, each of them spoken 
sometimes by some Canadians. 
a. after + present participle. This first structure occurs in parts of New
foundland, Port Hawkesbury, 5 the Ottawa Valley, Peterborough county, and
other places founded by Celtic settlers.

He's after coming from the mainland. 

He is after telling me all about it. 

The meaning is that the action of the participle is recently completed, equivalent 
to the standard English present perfect with an adverb, as in, 

He's just come from the mainland. 

He has just told me all about it. 

The construction no doubt occurs in the speech of educated people in the 

parts of Canada where it is heard, but only colloquially, as it also does in Irish 
English. 
b. Positive-anymore. The next sentence-type is heard in the Niagara Peninsula,
the Detroit River area, and sporadically in western Canada, but it is probably
less general in all those places than it was a generation ago.

He complains a lot anymore. 
Anymore, they usually call it 'cottage cheese'. 

Wa,; anymore, is genocide. 

I grew up in the Niagara Peninsula, and I use sentences like these without a 
second thought. It took me years to realize how exotic they are - that most people 
from most parts of the world simply find them baffling. A11ymore has the 
meaning "nowadays," and it typically occurs in this non-negative context (unlike 

standard "anymme," which requires a negative marker) only in sentences which 
have a mildly derogatory meaning. The distribution of positive anymore is in
teresting because it is so restricted. It is heard only in enclaves of northern 
Ireland, some Midland States, especially Pennsylvania (Bitner 1951, Hindle 
1975), and regions settled from those places, including the parts of Canada 

already mentioned. No other linguistic feature preserves so clearly the United 
Empire Loyalist roots of inland Canadian English. But it may exist only as a 
vestige. The structure does not seem to be easi.ly disseminated, probably because 
of its infrequency, and it is apparently recessive, judging by the general baffle
ment of undergraduates when I try it out on them in class. Or perhaps my im

pressions are wrong and positive-anymore persists hardily from Ontario 
westwards. 

c. ever-Exclamations. In parts of the United States as well as Canada, and
perhaps ubiquitous in both, is a syntactic curiosity that has almost escaped the
attention of linguists. It occurs in sentences like these:
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!ems with one of the style guides that we had agreed to, I always said the editor
could fall back on editorial caprice.

The second point l would like to make has to do with standards generally in 
the publ"ishing industry, and in particular with the standards for the training 
of editorial candidates. When I first went to Gage Publishing, some twelve or 
fifteen years ago, hired by Paddy Drysdale as a Language Arts Editor, he put 
me in a room; it did not have a window, but it was lined with books; il was filled 
with manuscripts; and he told me to read the various manuscripts, most of them 
related to language arts, to read the various competitive text books, to read any 
of the other books in the room, and he would periodically come and check to 
find out how 1 was doing. Then after about six months had passed, Paddy 
Drysdale came along with a manuscript that I could begin to work on. My bunch 
is, particularly in the smaller be.uses, and there are many small houses in Toronto, 
and my hunch also relates to the large houses, such as Gage and Ginn and 
Nelson, that no one anymore gets that kind of slow baptism, and I worry that 
there is for those people under thirty or who are twenty-five and coming into 
publishing no training; they are tossed in, they are given a huge series to do, a 
three series book with teachers' guides and workbooks, and they are all to be 
out next year, and that poor soul is generally left on his or her own. What I got, 
and r think Barbara got, and certainly Dr. Hal penny got, in very grand fashion, 
was a training from people who knew, and who understood, and who were sen
sitive to language and managed to pass that on to us. As well, we worked in 
editorial departments that were large. In my day the editorial department at 
Gage had about twenty people in it, and [ could walk down the corridor and 
ask anybody any question, and amongst those people there were hundreds of 
years of experience. The editorial department at Gage is now smaller. The 
editorial departments in most houses are smaller than they were; Collier 
Macmillan has only three or four, supplemented by freelance people. Of course, 
the problems in publishing and, in particular in editing, relate to money, but 
I am particularly concerned here with training. I think that, sooner or later, the 
industry itself is going to have to work on some kind of training program or the 
universities are going to have to do so, because scholars and writers and 

educators in this country just won't get the editorial as�istance that they need. 


































































































































